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About This Content

This is the original soundtrack for Kenshi, including two short "making of" videos.

Track list:

Kenshi

Scorching Winds

Sands at Dusk

Fertile

The Wildgrass

As it is

Yearn for Night

Breath of the World

Bog
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Descend

Pit

Ashen Air

Approx 50 minutes of music total

NOTES ABOUT THE SOUNDTRACK

The music system in Kenshi has been designed in such a way, that as
you play through the game the engine randomly selects from a handful
of different musical elements to create new compositional excerpts. It
is this ambient approach and "non-player interactivity" of the music
that reinforces Kenshi's indifferent tone. Obviously for a traditional

Soundtrack release we can not recreate the randomization of this music
system (yet). However, we can get close and musically sculpt each

track with wide brushstrokes to capture the same feeling.

In addition to the gameplay music, the Kenshi Original Soundtrack
features the Main Title and a few other traditional recordings that

can be heard throughout the game. Put on a good set of headphones and
let the music transport you to the windy dunes, overgrown swamps, and

unexplored wilderness of Kenshi. Thank you and I hope you enjoy!
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Gevaudan is another low effort page hunting game this time with lamp posts instead of pages and a werewolf instead of a
knockoff slenderman. The game's main enemy is buggy and can make line of sight with you through terrain creating a lot of
cheap deaths and wasting a lot of time. The edges of the map are not finished and as such you can simply walk off the edge of
the earth
TLDR :Another low effort slenderlike

See for yourself:https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4lQ9HReHC7k
. It's very awesome like WOW! 20\/10.. It was a fun, solid HOG.
I enjoyed the Merlin lore, and the family history, and being able to bounce around from 400 AD to 1800 AD.
The only downside for me was that I felt a little more explanation, or some way to go back to explanations once given (in
dialogue) would keep things connected better.
 Worth playing for sure, and better for the price than a lot of the newer games that cost more.. This is an enjoyable SHMUP.
Your time is split between dispersing enemies and collecting lumergy to open the gate to the next level. 100 levels in total with
an increase in difficulty loop occuring past level 50. The large ship selection is nice and the powerup system works well. Vortex
Attack is not a bullet hell per say but still EXTREMELY frantic with all that's occuring on screen. Imagine Galaga's crack baby
figeting in the womb and you have Vortex Attack.

If I had one major gripe for Vortex Attack it would be the boss battles. They are uninspired and boring. The shooting in
between is great fun though and highly addicting. The entire game is still just missing "something" though. Needs a little more
umph perhaps? Check out Roche Fusion as well for a game roughly in this same category but a little more fleshed out. VA is
still a thumbs up though.. OK, 1st off, I want to say that this mini movie is Fabulous! I have been a fan for many years, more
than I want to admit to. Now for comparison to the original 2 DVD movies that came out many years ago. In it's time, the
movies helped sell & fill in some missing pieces to the game. Now I find "Mortal Kombat: Legacy" and it doesn't take anything
away from the original, but instead helps introduce the characters to a new generation. And it does it well! I was sad when it
didn't cover all the characters. But then came Season 2 and I'm super pleased that someone decided to do this. Thank you
everyone involved in the making of this Video.
Now when are you coming out with a "Mortal Kombat: Classic Collection" which will have all game versions included.
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Best Milestone MX game to this date!
First off all, the people who are complaining about the heavy cornering and overall clunky gameplay just haven't played the
game! Ofcourse you think it plays like garbage if you only race a few carreer events with a stock 250 and a untrained rider... but
let me tell you that you can rip the bikes around corners tight af with a trained rider and upgraded bike. The bikes feel heavy,
but in a good way. In flat corners they obviously want to push over the front wheel, but breaking is a thing and berms are no
problem.
Jumping is also quite easy, only sometimes rythm sections feel weird. A few times I got really slowed down when I hit the
section in a "wrong" rythm. So maybe they are shaped weird?
Whips are still kinda the milestone whips, but we have the best air physics in this game. You can actually move around in the air
and we are at that point that I can enjoy the game in the air too and not only on the ground.
Cancer is the lag in the multiplayer, sometimes it feels like a battle royale to the finish lne because racing head to head is
dangerous when the other riders lag all over the place.

Overall I think it's a must have for all motocross fans, especially if you already like the milestone games.. A lot of shapes. Cons:
The game is too "short", not being able to fully make use of it's mechanics. Iwas expecting something around 4hour gameplay.
Took more time to download it than actually finishing it (50mins). Also, the game seems too "heavy". I have a computer that run
most games on "medium" quality with pretty decent FPS, and this game did not achieved a decent FPS with all setting on LOW.
Pros: The idea and concept of the game is fantastic, the cutscenes are very philosophycal. The gameplay and mechanics are
good (except for "battles"), making me experience a good freedom.

Obs.: I did not collect the 20 crystal, so I don't know if there's extra content after that.. Volume One is outstanding, bought this
to support for more videos!. A gem, a wonderful, marvelous, characterful gem. This game is the perfect single player dmless
D&D experience. If ever you wanted to play D&D, at home by yourself when you couldn't find anyone to play with you this is
what you want. The art by John Blanche is equal parts horrid and charming, and brings the game to life between the pages. I'm
in love with this game. There is really no better way to describe it than utterly charming.. At the moment of 0.3.5 there is
nothing... no crew managment, no system building... just moduls ontop of moduls.
No real gameplay bejond building. There are better Games for this out there.. It's short and has barely any replay value, but this
game is excellent. A perfect case of quality over quantity.

Best served blind and you should savour it while it lasts.

I wish I could play it through blind again.
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